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Abstract: This article discusses Artificial intelligence based Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) for solar Photovoltaics based system. MPPT is used to improve the efficiency as well as to raise the output through the photovoltaic system through continuous tracking of MPP. The work demands the use of fuzzy logic control technology; hence the PV-cell is interfaced with a DC step-up converter connected with a dc load. Boost converters convert the output of low voltage DC to output of high voltage DC. Following taken through the solar panel are thermal factor like temperature and isolation. The validation of the proposed controller is also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We are living in a world where the renewable energy sources are getting higher in demand especially solar and wind energy. MPP operation is required since the Photovoltaic system is less efficient and has more non-linearity in its output characteristics [1-3]. Solar energy is clean and noiseless. The installation cost and low efficiency is a problem for photovoltaic, make it difficult to obtain a easy result. MPPT method is used to obtain high efficiency and output. Thus MPPT is preferred when the maximum power from the solar PV Cell to be extracted converted and delivered to the load just to increase the [4]. In case of a fixed voltage tracking, the observed PV voltage is compared with a reference level and the duty cycle is continuously varied to make the PV module to hover around the maximum power point, that is already predetermined.[5]. The fixed voltage tracking method has a drawback of providing inaccurate values due to the thermal variations.

Now days the MPPT is widely as well as compulsorily adopted method when deriving the power from wind energy systems or solar PV systems just to improve the high level of power condition. From main issue of the MPPT is efficiency in the transfer of power from the PV cell which is related to the quantity of daylight or insolation on the PV panels and the electrical parameters of the system. Because the quantity of daylight varies, the static and dynamic characteristics of the connected load that provides the very best efficiency in power transfer also varies, to optimize the efficiency of the system based on the changes in the load characteristics to maximize the power transfer efficiency. This static characteristics of the load is now known as the maximum power point (MPP) hence MPPT is used to determine this maximum point and operate the solar PV panel around it [6-11].

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. DC-DC Boost converter

DC converter is a switching circuit to connect and transfer electrical energy among the input side and the output side with different DC voltage values. The buck –cum-boost converter is one of the most popular converters when compared to the other type of converters and it operates using switching mode principle. Boost cum Buck converter thus capable of increasing as well as decreasing the DC voltage levels just by varying the time period called duty-cycle shown in fig 1.

![Fig. 1. DC-DC boost converter](image)

B. Fuzzy Controller

Fuzzy control when used helps in improving of controllers, over the last few years attributable to its simplicity, touch upon inexact inputs, process inaccurate inputs, easy mathematical modelling and might handle nonlinearity. FLC is used to control in order to get the peak operating power of the PV-cell producing with ever-changing atmospheric condition. The working of the fuzzy logic controller is given as in three stages namely the fuzzification stage, rule analysis stage and de-fuzzification stage. The stage is based on the general design of the FLC unit as shown in Fig. 2.
C. FUZZY MPPT Controller

In a fuzzy logic based controller two inputs are fed to have output. Photo voltaic voltage as well as the current is the inputs given and the duty cycle is obtained as the output [12-14]. Duty cycle is nothing but the time period for the ON and OFF. are shown in fig 3.

Fig. 3. Fuzzy mppt controller

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The AI based solar system is shown in fig. 4

Fig. 4. Model simulation

Fig. 5. PV parameter

Fig. 6. Input membership function for pv voltage

Thus the photovoltaic voltage, current and the temperature of the PV cell are given as inputs to obtain the duty cycle as output to operate the converter to deliver the peak operating power to the load as shown in fig 7 and the member function output of fuzzy duty cycle is shown in fig. Fig. 8

Fig. 7. Input member function of PV current

Fig. 8. Output member function of fuzzy duty cycle

The rules dependent upon on the fuzzy logic can be utilized for the fuzzy control system to observe the variation of concluded solar PV system based on input through from efficient use of the converter. Rules of inference are depicted in fig 9. The fig. 10, 11, and fig.12 shows the Irradiance vs temperature vs duty cycle, Voltage -current graph, PV power vs MPPT power graph are respectively.

Fig. 9. Fuzzy rules
The proposed system hardware model is shown in fig. 13.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has been concentrated the modelling of Photovoltaic system and generated maximum power using fuzzy logic based control technology the model is developed through the use of MATLAB/Simulink software with the suitably designed DC buck-boost converter. The tracking of peak point of electrical power from the PV cell also known as MPP was discussed in this article. After the Simulation outcome, the cab will be observed that the method adopted effectively, does the tracking of the operation of power point the solar PV cell under varying ambient condition using fuzzy logic controller. The efficiency and power can be improved through proposed MPPT algorithm.
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